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the program also includes support for the new machines, hiquad, avance, wilcom, and more, as well as
improved 2d digitizing and a complete overhaul of the multiscale support. embroiderystudio e4.5, as well
as the e4 version, now includes a brand new user interface and the ability to use several languages such

as english, french, italian, german, spanish, and spanish. embroiderystudio e4.5 includes a brand new
and exciting 3d digitizing tool that allows you to digitize professional designs and create 3d embroidery.
embroiderystudio e4.5 also provides additional features such as a quick loader for quicker scanning. you

can now load directly from your disk drive, or even directly from your printer using the new epson,
toshiba, and brother printer drivers. embroiderystudio e4.5 also includes enhancements to the hiquad

digitizer including a new scalable digitizing tool. the digitizing tool now includes two new functions,
autoscale and autorotate. autoscale allows you to resize an image while keeping the scaling ratio.

autoscale keeps the original image dimensions and does not change the scaling ratio. embroiderystudio
e4.5 also includes enhancements to the avance digitizer, including a new big scan and autoscaling tools.
the auto scaling tool allows you to easily resize an image while keeping the original image dimensions.
you can also add detailed stitch and digitizing information to the.emb file so that embroidery shops can
see a full breakdown of what your design needs. also, when you export designs for embroidery, the.emb

file can be used as a design reference. this makes it easy to re-create future orders quickly.
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new “confirm” feature to ensure your embroidery production is right. you have a blank piece of
fabric – no surprise it may not embroider as intended. the confirm feature confirms the parameters

of the stitch and font. it is highly recommended you use the confirm feature to ensure the
parameters of embroidery are correct. embroidery studio e4.2 adds all the new features including
the over 3,000 professionally digitized fonts, unicode support, opentype glyph support, opentype

stylistic sets, truetype and opentype font preview plus more! the new tool is compatible with over 40
different brand names and comes with 10 new fonts that can be used in word processing.

embroidery studio e4.2 includes a brand new utility called embroideryhub. embroideryhub makes it
easy to organize your embroidery connected wifi devices. embroideryhub also updates connected
devices. this means no more manually searching for new firmware, or no more hunching over your

computer waiting for updates. embroidery studio e4.1 has been re-compiled and repackaged as
embroidery studio e4.2. this fix is included for all versions of embroidery studio. the new version

includes all the features, updates, and bug fixes from embroidery studio e4.1. embroiderystudio e4.5
includes many new tools and features: new frame size selection tool new design layout tool for multi-

position frames. much easier to position text and design new tools to attach and design multi-
position frames bidimensional preview magnifier tool auto-format tool improved alignment tool
improved design export functions new design publishing options for e.g. fast printing from your
framesaver.exe program improved e. rotatable, clipart and font libraries assistive technologies

ability to add and change lettering fonts new "show code" option in design properties dialog (dtd)
improved ergonomics improved dpi functionality embroidery clone adjust size icons for each frame
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